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NORSEMAN GOLD OPERATIONS — SAFETY ISSUES 

2457. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Mines and Petroleum 

I refer to the Norseman Gold Operations in Norseman and its management, and ask — 

(1) Can the Minister state what is the importance under the Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994 and 
Regulations 1995 of having all escape routes within the above referred to mine clearly capable of 
enabling a emergency response team with open circuit breathing apparatus or closed circuit breathing 
apparatus or any apparatus necessary for emergency rescue to be physically capable of fitting through 
all escape routes with equipment functioning from the surface down to the present working area? 

(2) If no to (1), why not? 

(3) Can the Minister state and quote which sections or regulations of the Mines Safety and Inspection 
Act 1994 and Regulations 1995, are applicable to ensure that a emergency response team with open 
circuit breathing apparatus, or closed circuit breathing apparatus or any apparatus necessary for 
emergency rescue, is physically capable of fitting through all escape routes with equipment functioning 
from the surface down to the present working area? 

(4) If no to (3), why not? 

(5) Can the Minister state what is the maximum penalty that can be imposed under the Mines Safety and 
Inspection Act 1994 and Regulations 1995, for non compliance concerning when a emergency response 
team with open circuit breathing apparatus, or closed circuit breathing apparatus or any apparatus 
necessary for emergency rescue, is physically not capable of fitting through all escape routes with 
equipment functioning from the surface down to the present working area? 

(6) If no to (5), why not? 

(7) Is it correct that as of 11 May 2010, there were no ladders in the new escape way rise between the seven 
level, and the five level enabling the employees to evacuate the mine in the case of an emergency? 

(8) If yes to (7), does the Minister or the DMP inspectorate regard this as a serious issue? 

(9) If no to (7), why not? 

(10) Is it correct that as of 11 May 2010, a pile of approximately 120 kilograms of explosives along with 
detonators and detonating cord, was located in a ore drive on the corner of a travel way 
approximately 20 metres down the travel way, between the top of the ladder way on the five level, and 
bottom of the shaft on the five level and reportedly been there for at least 12 months and this had been 
previously raised verbally with an employee’s inspector of mines? 

(11) If no to (10), what is specifically correct? 

(12) Can the Minister specifically state and quote, what are the sections and regulations, including penalties 
for having explosives not secured in accordance with the act and regulations? 

(13) If no to (12), why not? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE replied: 

1)  Ideally, all escape routes and ladder ways providing access to a workplace in a mine should be of 
sufficient dimensions to permit stretchers and mine rescue team members using breathing apparatus to 
pass without undue hindrance. 

2)  Not applicable 

3)  There are no specific requirements prescribed under the Mines Safety & Inspection Act 1994 and 
Regulations 1995.  

4)  Not applicable 

5)  There is no specific Regulation which deals with this issue. As such, no specific penalty can 
apply. Should Section 9 of the Mines Safety & Inspection Act 1994 apply a Level 2 penalty would be 
applicable. 

6)  Not applicable  

7)  Yes 

An inspection conducted on the 26 May 2010 at the OK Mine revealed that — 

• A ladder had already been installed in the 5 to 6 level escape way. 
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• Ladders were yet to be installed to the escape way from the 6 to 7 level.  

• The locations for the leg from the 7 to 8 level had been determined and the cuddy on the 8 level 
was available. A short sub-level was to be developed on the 7 level. 

• There was a single boom jumbo operating on the 9 level and was about 10-15m beyond the old mill 
holes which had been cleaned up and secured. 

• There were no stoping activities in progress. 

With this work in progress it is considered that the OK Mine was being operated in accordance with the 
requirements of Mines Safety & Inspection Regulations 1995 Regulation 10.10(3). 

8)  No 

9)  Regulation 10.10(3) of the Mines Safety & Inspection Regulations 1995 applies in this situation. It 
specifies that the escape route is to be completed before production from stoping operations 
commences. 

10)  No 

11)  The two Employee Inspectors in the Kalgoorlie Inspectorate have no recollection of anyone verbally 
raising this matter with them. 

A mention of unsecured explosives at the OK Mine was raised as part of a written complaint to the 
Department by an employee in June 2009. A resulting inspection at the OK Mine did not find any 
unsecured explosives at or near the Emergency Escape Way at that time. 

A recent inspection did find approximately 53 kilograms of unsecured explosives located some 80 
metres from the Emergency Escape Way on the 5 Level of the OK Mine. 

12)  The storage of explosives in mines is covered by Part 8 of the Mines Safety & Inspection 
Regulations 1995 to which a penalty under Regulation 17.1 in most cases applies. 

13)  Not applicable  
 


